
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 4 – Strawberry Group



Monday 22nd June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

duck horse rabbit grow

giant use along window



When we add the suffix ful it turns a noun into an adjective.

It means ‘full of’ or that there is a lot of something

Let’s have a look at an example:

Remember that a suffix is a letter or group of letters that we add to the end of a word.

Today we are going to be learning about the suffix ful

The picture is colourful.

This means that it is full of colour!



Let’s have a go at changing these nouns to adjectives by adding ful…

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

wonder    +    ful =

help    +    ful =

mouth    +    ful =

pain    +    ful =

fear   +    ful =

ful



Did you get them all right?

wonderful

helpful

mouthful

painful

fearful

wonder    +    ful =

help    +    ful =

mouth    +    ful =

pain    +    ful =

fear   +    ful =



Can you match each word to the correct picture?

Read the word with the suffix ful carefully, and then match it to the correct picture.

painful



painful

Did you get it right?



Can you match each word to the correct picture?

Read the word with the suffix ful carefully, and then match it to the correct picture.

helpful



helpful

Did you get it right?



Can you match each word to the correct picture?

Read the word with the suffix ful carefully, and then match it to the correct picture.

mouthful



mouthful

Did you get it right?



Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of root words. 
Your job is to add the suffix ful to each one, and then choose the correct word 

to complete each of the sentences.



Tuesday 23rd June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

duck horse rabbit grow

giant use along window



Yesterday we started to think about the suffix ful…

When we add the suffix ful it turns a noun into an adjective.

It means ‘full of’ or that there is a lot of something

Let’s have a look at an example:

Remember that a suffix is a letter or group of letters that we add to the end of a word.

The picture is colourful.

This means that it is full of colour!



Today we’re going to read a rhyme containing lots of ful suffixes…

Can you find all of the words with the suffix ful added?

As playful as a puppy.

As useful as a bee.

As powerful as a lion.

As cheerful as me!



Did you spot them all?

Can you find all of the words with the suffix ful added?

As playful as a puppy.

As useful as a bee.

As powerful as a lion.

As cheerful as me!



Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

On today’s phonics worksheet I would like you to create your very own rhyme!
Try to use animals as your inspiration to tie in with our Paws, Claws and Whiskers topic!



Wednesday 24th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

duck horse rabbit grow

giant use along window



When we add the suffix less it turns a noun into an adjective.

It means ‘without’ or that there is none of something

Let’s have a look at an example:

Remember that a suffix is a letter or group of letters that we add to the end of a word.

Today we are going to be learning about the suffix less

The picture is colourless.

This means that it has no colour!



Let’s have a go at changing these nouns to adjectives by adding less…

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

care    +    less    =

end    +    less    =

hope    +    less   =

power    +    less    =

clue   +    less    =

less



Did you get them all right?

careless

endless

hopeless

powerless

clueless

care    +    less    =

end    +    less    =

hope    +    less   =

power    +    less    =

clue   +    less    =



Have you noticed something about words 
ending in ful and words ending in less?

They are the opposite of each other!

painful painless

Meaning that 
something is full of 

pain.

Meaning that 
something has no 

pain.



Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of words. 
Your job is to create the opposite meaning to each word by 

either adding the suffix ful or by adding the suffix less.



Thursday 25th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

duck horse rabbit grow

giant use along window



When we add the suffix ful it turns a noun into an adjective.

It means ‘full of’ or that there is a lot of something

Let’s have a look at an example:

Remember that a suffix is a letter or group of letters that we add to the end of a word.

The picture is colourful.

This means that it is full of colour!

Today we are going to use the suffix ful and the suffix less



When we add the suffix less it turns a noun into an adjective.

It means ‘without’ or that there is none of something

Let’s have a look at an example:

Remember that a suffix is a letter or group of letters that we add to the end of a word.

Today we are going to use the suffix ful and the suffix less

The picture is colourless.

This means that it has no colour!



On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of words with the suffixes ful and less.

There are also lots of pictures of superheroes along the side.

Your job is to choose which word is missing from each sentence describing the superhero! 

It might surprise you that some of these superheroes aren’t so super at all!!

Once you have finished I would like you to choose your very own word either with a ful or less suffix.
Use your creativity and imagination to design your own superhero!

Are they going to be super (using a ful word), or are they going to be not really that super (using a less word)!?

Draw and label your superhero and write a sentence to describe them!

Over to you…



Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4



Friday 26th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Today we’re going to recap using apostrophes for possession… 

e.g. This dog belongs to Jake: 

This is Jake’s dog.

Jake owns the dog so we 
add ’s to the end of Jake.

As well as using them in contractions, we use apostrophes to show that someone owns something.

This is known as using apostrophes for possession.

When something belongs to someone or something we show that it is theirs by adding ’s to the end of the noun.



Let’s use some apostrophes for possession… 

e.g. This umbrella belongs to Mike: 

When we use apostrophes to show possession we are not pushing two words together to 
shorten them, we are adding ’s to the end of the word.

Rewrite each sentence in your books using ’s to show that something belongs to someone or something. 



Did you get it right?

e.g. This umbrella belongs to Mike: 

This is Mike’s umbrella.

Mike owns the umbrella so 
we add ’s to the end of 

Mike.



Let’s try another one!

e.g. This coat belongs to Megan: 



Did you get it right?

e.g. This coat belongs to Megan:

This is Megan’s coat.

Megan owns the 
coat so we add ’s to 
the end of Megan.



Let’s try another one!

e.g. This tie belongs to Mr Todd: 



e.g. This tie belongs to Mr Todd:

This is Mr Todd’s tie.

Mr Todd owns the tie 
so we add ’s to the 
end of Mr Todd.

Did you get it right?



On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a treasure map.

All of the apostrophes have been stolen! 
These could be apostrophes to show possession as well as apostrophes for contractions.

Once you’ve added all of the apostrophes back to the map it’s time to use your creativity and imagination!
Draw your very own map including lots of apostrophes!

Your map could be another treasure map, or it could be a map of school, 
your home, a park, a farm, outer space…

The possibilities are endless!

Have fun, and I can’t wait to see you wonderful work!

Over to you…



Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4


